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Abstract 

 

 

This thesis aim was to find the answer the following research question: What do queer 

gamers think of the game Monster Prom. The material gathered for this thesis was through a 

participant observation with four people from the LGBTQIA+ community playing the game 

Monster Prom and a subsequent focus group interview with these people. The material was 

analysed using Queer Game Studies research. In this paper I came to the conclusion that 

representation does matter to queer gamers. According to my interviewees, there is a need for 

representation in games and that it needs to be diverse and made undramatic. The 

interviewees brought forward how and why this design of an avatar system gives the player 

freedom, queer possibilities, and being positively received by queer players. The interviewees 

also brought forward how and when one should/shouldn't write a story surrounding the 

representation of queer oppression from a queer player´s point of view. 

 

Keywords: Monster Prom, Queer game studies, Queer gaming, Queer game, Queer 

representation in games, Trans representation in games, Queer friendly game design.  
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1. Introduction 

This thesis aims to find the answer to the following research question: What do queer gamers 

think of the game Monster Prom. Therefore, I chose to make a participant observation with 

four people from the LGBTQIA+ community playing the game Monster Prom. This was then 

followed up by a focus group interview with these four people. The queer community has 

been more or less invisible within games through history and how to make games inclusive 

and representational has been discussed by academics and game designers alike. Moreover, it 

is discussed how people from the community receive games, representation, and 

identification within games/characters in games. Many texts covering this topic, where the 

researcher has made an activity-based research and/or interviewed people from the 

community, have focused on mainstream games or the games they play that just happens to 

be mainstream. As a student with the goal to work as a game designer, I do think it is 

important to learn about the flaws in games, however, it is of equal if not more importance to 

learn what games have done right within this topic. Therefore, I wanted to make my thesis 

research covering what “gaymers” thought of a game that has been said to be queer. In hopes 

of discovering ways to design future games, not only for my own sake but for the people that 

play games, as I think representation and diversity should be a matter of course. Furthermore, 

in hope of being a part of a future that takes a stand against phobia and gives the players what 

they deserve, inclusive and non-toxic games. 

In the beginning, I thought this paper would not only cover queer aspects of the game as I 

thought the interviewees would give me more varying information. However, the queer topic 

permeated the entire interview and the interviewees rarely talked about anything else. With 

this happy surprise, I was able to use texts covering this topic to a higher extent and I would 

argue that this paper gives new perspectives on queer gaming/queer games and why, as well 

as how, representation and diversity are of importance. 

 

In order to understand the interviewees conversation about Monster Prom it is necessary to 

first introduce the game. The game Monster Prom is developed by Beautiful Glitch, got 

published in 2018 by Those Awesome Guys, and has since then come out with the expansion 

Second term and a sequel, Monster Prom 2: Monster Camp. This research will cover Monster 

Prom with the expansion. 
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In Monster Prom, the player plays as a monster attending the high school Spooky high. 

When the player starts the game, they (1-4 players) choose between four avatars, write or 

choose a pre-made name, and lastly chooses a pronoun. 

 

 

The visual novel of this competitive narrative dating sim then starts with an intro told by a 

narrator. The narrator explains that there are a few weeks left to prom and introduces “the 

most charismatic classmates” that appear on the screen. 

 

 

 

These characters get the following introductions: 

 "Scott Howl (21), a werewolf athlete who compensated for his rather small brain with 

a stupidly huge heart." 

 "Miranda Vanderbilt (19), a sweet mermaid princess who was as cute as she was 

genocidal." 

 "Liam de Lioncourt (4XX), a hipster vampire whose stand-offish demeanor hid that 

he was truly a lovable dork." 

 "Polly Geist (22?), a party ghost with an insatiable hunger for all the wrong things." 

 "Damien LaVey (21), a fearless demon with a taste for destruction and a love of fire." 
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 "Zoe (4...ever?). An eldritch cutie who went from endless deity of the dark realms to 

ultimate fangirl." 

 "Calculester Hewlett-Packard (v1.0). A library computer who had become a sentient 

robot ready to experience life to its fullest." 

 "And Vera Oberlin (23), a mean, self-made gorgon with a merciless sense of 

business." 

 

 

These are the introductions they get, however, these are not the only characters the player can 

go to prom with as the player can date side characters as well. The character Calculester and 

Zoe were added as main characters when the second term was released, together with other 

new content.  

 

The players then take a test by answering questions that then get converted to stats and 

“heart-points”. The heart-points from the test give the player extra connection to two of these 

main characters and it decides what characters they will encounter in the beginning. The stats, 

Smarts, Boldness, Creativity, Charm, Fun, and money, are used to succeed in the different 

events where they must choose a path in the story. The stats also work as different personality 

traits and are used to attract different characters of interest as all characters have preferences 

of whom they want to date. As an example, Polly and Damien want to date someone fun (has 

a high fun stat) and bold (has a high boldness stat). Scott on the other hand does not care how 

fun, smart, or bold a person is, as long as they spend time with him and show that they care 

about him. 

 

Each round, the players can go to different locations in the school to boost these stats and 

then get an encounter with one or more characters. They can also visit the shop to buy 

something or get a free gift that can boost or decrease the stats, start an event, or unlock a 

secret ending.  
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At the end of the game, the player can ask someone to prom or choose to go alone. The 

narrator tells the story of what happens on the night of prom and before the closing credits, a 

bit of what happened after prom and graduation.  

 

The characters that the interviewees brought up the most and that will be mentioned in this 

text are the main character Zoe, Liam, Damian, and Scott. The side characters Kale, Slayer, 

and the three witches that together are called The Coven. The interviewees also brought up 

the undatable characters Leonard, The Wolfpack, and Coach.  
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2. State of art and theory 

In this chapter, I will cover the state of art which will also be used as a theoretical approach to 

analyzing my material. In the field of game studies, queer game studies have gotten 

momentum but ethnological studies on gamers within the LGBTQIA+ community are still 

lagging behind. However, Adrianne Shaw is a researcher that has made this kind of research 

(among other ones she has made) and I have taken inspiration from their book Gaming at the 

edge: sexuality and gender at the margins of gamer culture (Shaw 2015) in particular. 

Gaming on the edge covers the research where Shaw interviews 27 people within 

marginalized groups positioned outside the white, heterosexual, male subject. Upon their 

meeting, Shaw either plays games with them or watches them play games while discussing 

different topics. It is then followed up with an interview, exploring representation, identity, 

and identification. In the relationship between these three, Shaw focused on three main 

questions; (1) if and how people identify with media characters, (2) how a particular medium 

affects the process of identification, and (3) when and how representation is important to 

audiences. Shaw argues that it is necessary to unpack more about why, when, and how it is 

important before we start talking about the importance of representation. From this study, 

Shaw showed that the interviewees often thought that representation in game texts was of 

little importance and that they rarely identified with a character based on the identifiers. 

Instead, the characters and/or avatars they did identify with, or had a strong investment in, 

were based on the character's story and the actions they took. Shaw brings forward that 

identities are multifaced and jointed in relation to certain social dynamics as well as that 

identification with a character is not always important. However, Shaw’s interviewees 

expressed that they are not actively seeking out games with that kind of representation, 

mostly because of the knowledge that most games do not have this kind of characters and/or 

story. Shaw’s interviewees, including those who thought representation was unimportant, did 

however express getting a kind of pleasure when it occurred. They expressed a kind of 

“niceness”, not needed but pleasurable. They did expect it more from other forms of media 

such as movies due to it being more likely to occur in those, so when it occurred in games it 

was just “nice”, or that it would be “nice” if it would occur.  This “niceness” was not about 

the representation of one’s identifiers but rather about diversity. 
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Shaw explains these mixed feelings to be a way for the consumer to push back against the 

market logics attempt to put the responsibility for representation onto the audience and the 

consumer's demands. Instead of being personally responsible, the Interviewees argued that 

producers should make the games diverse. Shaw explains that their informants valued 

diversity in a broad sense but that it was not always important for their enjoyment or for them 

to identify with a character. In the article Putting the gay in games: Cultural production and 

GLBT content in video games (Shaw 2009) Shaw discuss the representation in video games 

from a cultural production perspective. The article shows that some of the problematic 

reasons for not adding LGBT content are that they follow a demographic norm (white 

heterosexual males) as a default and have an imaginary feedback system. The production 

perspective presents that there is difficulty producing LGBT content due to it being a 

marginalized group, but it also brings up that it could appeal to gamers outside that group, 

such as the white, heterosexual, cis-gendered male. I will prominently use Saw´s texts to 

analyse my material and their research is relevant in the discussion of representation and 

identifiers/identification. Furthermore, I have used Shaw (2010, 2011, 2014) as inspiration 

for my methods during the interview process. This will be explained in more detail in the 

chapter method. 

Another researcher that has analysed queer gaming and queer games is Edmond Y. Chang. 

Chang describes queer gaming to be a refusal of the idea that games and its community to be 

the sole provenance of the demographic norm of able-bodied, heterosexual, white, cis-gender 

males as well as a desire for alternatives beyond that. That interfaces, narratives, avatars, 

mechanics, soundscape, programming, platform, and the community can and should change. 

Chang argues that the mainstream game's solution to difference and diversity is narrow, 

problematic, and often involves stereotyping. Queer gaming or a queer game should be more 

than just a checkbox to make a character gay. It needs to matter not only in the plot but also 

in terms of platform, programming, and player. A queer game/gaming is more nuanced than 

just putting a gay character in the game to be “representational” and demands a full playable 

queer experience. An experience that does not constrain the player via normative narratives 

and mechanics (Chang 2017). They further explain this “checkbox” in their text A Game 

Chooses, a Player Obeys; BioShock, Posthumanism, and the Limits of Queerness (Chang 

2017). Here he describes the problem of queer games to be “tokenized content versus 

inclusive experience, Boolean checkboxes versus the multiplicity of identity, and the 

inescapable binary structure of digital computers”, and that the able-bodied, white, cis, 
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straight, and white, atrophy indictments privilege in games (and industry) to be the frame for 

it (Chang. 2017. p. 228). They continue to describe this problem as something that infects 

companies, industry circles, and gamer communities. That it is most often violent, 

misogynistic, and phobic as a default mode from development and programming to the player 

and the gamer community. As a result, most intentionally queer games, such as The Sims, that 

focus on content, same-gendered sex, and marriage, and/or similar plots, represent sexuality 

as a series of yes-or-no choices. Therefore the “checkbox”. Sexuality is not a choice and 

more than just a checkbox and should be more nuanced, and a full experience. Chang´s 

thoughts on how one should avoid this is for players, developers, scholars, and game 

designers to resist the interactive fallacy as well as the transhumanist fantasy of power and 

control. To play against the grain, against normative design, and design a gamic experience 

that centres on alternative narrative and ludic opportunities instead. A gamic experience that 

challenges the toxic, phobic norms and take advantage of the affordance of digital computers. 

I will be using his text to analyse my material in relevance to the chapters surrounding 

characters and avatars connected to queer gaming/queer games. 

On the same scale, but on a different end, stands Bonnie Ruberg. Ruberg agrees with Edmond 

Y. Chang that queer games shall be more than just a gay character, but their opinion differs 

by that Ruberg thinks all games can be seen queerly. They argue that games always have 

been queer and has done queer readings of the games throughout history. Although Ruberg 

agrees on games being produced in a problematic way for a hegemonic and heteronormative 

audience, they claim queerness in games to be beyond representation. This is in terms of how 

games can be played and interpreted queer without having overtly queer content (Ruberg 

2019). I will be using Ruberg´s text to analyse my material in connection to representation 

and “overtly queer content”. 
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3. Method 

 

With Adrianne Shaw's book Gaming at the edge as a starting point, this study includes both 

an observation and a focus group interview. I will start by explaining the method of 

observation and how I used it, before continuing with the method of interviewing. 

Observation 

The method of observation is something ethnologists always have used, and the techniques 

have gotten more polished and specific over time. Using the method of observation can allow 

capturing unique phenomena and giving information that for one or another reason would not 

get said in an interview. Why something can more easily occur in observation can be a result 

of different reasons. It could be that the interviewee thinks some things are too obvious to 

point out, or that they have an inner picture of themself that does not correspond to how they 

actually act in a particular situation. Another reason is that a topic can be too sensitive to talk 

about in an interview but not when it occurs in another situation (Kaijser & Öhlander 2011. 

p.114).  

 

There are different techniques one can use when it comes to observing, among those 

categories is the activity-based observation which I will be using. I will be observing my 

interviewees while they are playing the game Monster Prom while participating to a smaller 

degree. This is called participant observation and is a common method widely used in game 

studies and implies a form of ethical yet critical engagement (Boellstorff 2006. p.32). In 

participant observation, the degree of participation can differ. The observer can either interact 

to a smaller degree or fully and actively participate in what they are observing. An example 

of participant observation in game studies is Shaw with their study explained in the book 

Gaming on the edge (Shaw 2014) where observation was one of the main methods, combined 

with interviews. They either played the games with the participants or talked with them while 

they were playing. An example of a study where the observer is fully participating can be 

seen in the book Gender and sexuality in online game cultures: Passionate play (Sunden & 

Svensson 2012) where the researcher is actively playing the game World Of Warcraft with 

the informants.  
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What I will be doing is an in-between, (more similar to Shaw's observation than Sunden's,) I 

will be with the interviewees while they play the game and hold a conversation when it seems 

fit but without playing the game myself. This way I can make sure that they have a flowing 

conversation without steering it in a particular way. An example would be if a participant 

gives a reaction to an event within the game, such as the statement “I love that character”, to 

ask simply why or what do you love about that character.  

 

The participants who I in this study refer to as person A, B, C, and D, are all a part of the 

queer community and know each other to some extent. Some of them have met at meetings 

and/or activities surrounding the queer community while others are in the same discord server 

created for queer people in the area. This was a sample of convenience as they all lived on the 

same island where I wrote this thesis and already were involved within different queer 

movement activities. Sadly, it is out of scope for this research to analyse and go into detail 

what the impact of time and place might have on the results surrounding this situation. 

(However, it would be of high interest if the time needed was given.) For the play session of 

Monster prom, I invited them to the building where I live so that they could sit comfortably 

on the big sofa in the common room, without being too close to each other if they did not 

wish to. This is also to make the play session more comfortable and feel like any event where 

you meet with your friends to play. This is to further make conversation and play fluent, 

relaxed and so they do not feel pressured to act a certain way. 

 

Before starting the game and the audiovisual recording I made sure to give them time to read 

through the consent document in peace and quiet, answering upcoming questions and making 

sure they have understood the content before signing it. I had already sent the document in 

our personal chat to make sure that they had the time to read through it in peace, but told 

them once again that they did not need to stress and to take their time to read it through once 

more. The consent papers included all the information on what the research aim is, what it 

will be used for and how, how it will proceed, and how the material will be stored and later 

destroyed. Last but not least, that I assure the anonymity of the participants and that they have 

the right to, at any time, withdraw from the study if they so choose. 

Person D was late to the game session and, at first, we could not get a hold of them, so we 

decided to start without them. We started the game but soon realized that the add-on was not 

included, making us restart the game and try to solve the problem. Person C was a big help 
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and made it work and while this happened, we got a hold of person D that said that they had 

overslept. After the game was ready to go, we waited around 10 minutes for person D to 

show up before we started the game. 

When the game started, a few questions came up. They asked each other how they wanted to 

play the game and if they should read out loud or not. Person D then turned to me, asking if 

they played the game to win or just for fun. I answered that it is up to them how they wish to 

play the game, if they wanted to read out loud or not, and that they could play as they usually 

do. No matter if it is to win, to unlock secret endings, or just for fun. They all decided to play 

it for fun and to make different voices while reading everything out loud. They took turns 

reading questions and the text of the narrator while, most of the time, a character would be 

read out loud by one and the same player. Person A and B read most of the different 

characters and person C seemed like he had complications taking space and saying out loud 

that he wanted “to be a character”. After some time, he spoke up and took the responsibility 

to read two different characters. In the beginning, they all helped to explain the game to 

person C that had not played the game before while discussing who they would go for. 

Throughout the game, they took some pauses to use the bathroom and refill their cups with 

tea or coffee that I had provided. After the game was over, they all enjoyed the after texts that 

have pictures of the game, meanwhile talking about the characters in the pictures as well as 

how everything went during this play-through. Person D had to go almost directly after that, 

but the others decided to stay and socialize. We later said goodbye and person C said that he 

was very excited about the interview that would be the next day.  

During the play session, I could gather a lot of different reactions to the game that I could use 

in the interview. Some examples are when they got excited over a specific event or shouted 

out their liking/disliking of a certain character. I used this to ask them directly or as a part of a 

follow-up question during the interview with good results. They also got more comfortable 

with each other which is useful for being able to talk openly in a group interview. 

3.1 Focus group interview 

An interview allows us to go in-depth on a subject, by asking questions, follow-up questions, 

and encouraging the person to tell more or to clarify things. It gives space to reflect and does 

often develop into long and open-hearted conversations. One of the big advantages of group 
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interviewing is that it can engender different associations and angles of approach to the 

subject at hand. This can result in the group discussing and bringing up more information 

without the interviewer having to ask them a direct question that could unintentionally be 

steering the interviewee in a specific direction. 

There are different ways to structure an interview and ways to ask questions. A thumb rule 

when it comes to asking questions is to formulate them in a way that the interviewee will not 

be able to answer with a yes or no. The questions can be prepared beforehand and/or made on 

the spot depending on what the interviewees says. Elaborated questions can be a disadvantage 

causing the interviewee to concentrate more on the questions instead of partaking in 

conversation. Follow-up questions can be an important tool to avoid this, and the interviewer 

can take notes of possible follow-up questions to not forget or accidentally interrupt. How an 

interview goes depends on the people, subject, and situation. Therefore, the interviewer must 

be a good listener, attentive, and feel what fits or not. Sometimes the interview can soar, or 

the interviewee can get off track from the subject. In that case, it’s up to the interviewer to 

steer the conversation, always balancing being active and passive (Kaijser & Öhlander, 2011, 

p89-93). 

I balanced this by having three main questions, what their thoughts were of the characters, the 

story, and how this game could be considered queer. Thereafter, I had been taking notes of 

different reactions and statements from the play session and took notes during the occurring 

interview to always have follow-up questions to use when fitted. I also made the place to be 

both comfortable and convenient by meeting them at the university, booking a big room, and 

prepared with tea, coffee, and cookies. Before I started the audiovisual recording, I explained 

that I would start with two individual questions before we would talk about the game as a 

group. I explained that there would be three main questions connected to the game, that we 

could take a break whenever they like, and that they were more than welcome to refill the 

cups and enjoy the cookies. 

Although it was only the last question that specifically asked about how the game could be 

considered queer, the queer topic naturally permeated the whole interview. From the very 

beginning, they started to talk about the game from a queer perspective. Even though they 

knew that this study had focus on the queer community, (through reading the consent form 

“This study investigates how gamers within the queer community perceive the game Monster 
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Prom.”), it was clear that they did not bring it up in terms of what they thought I wanted to 

hear. This became visible when they (among other things,) excused themselves from talking 

about the queer perspective so much just a few minutes in. Person A expressed as follows:  

… I know we are focusing a lot on queerness of the characters now but, I think 

it’s like something that’s, um, a big part of it. 

With that in mind, they showed that the queer perspective was something they wanted to talk 

about because they thought it to be important. All participants were active in the discussion, 

and they talked both about the main and side characters. The playable characters were talked 

about but to a smaller degree and the focus of interest was the characters Zoe, Liam, Damien, 

and the coven. Person C was quieter than the others but when asked something, he had no 

problem talking and explaining his thoughts on the subject. During the interview we took two 

breaks. During the second break, person D, that had the most experience with this kind of 

games, started to write a chart of the difference between queer games on a whiteboard that 

was resting against the wall in the room. The interview lasted 2,6h and when finished the 

group decided to stay and continued to talk about (queer)games for around one hour. 

 

3.2 The interviewees 

The two individual questions were about how they identify and what their relationship to 

games was. This will be relevant in form of identification, identifiers, and diversity. It is also 

to avoid attaching unwonted labels and preconceptions, letting the interviewees introduce 

themselves, and what they think is okay for the rest of the group to know. It may also add 

familiarity between the interviewees which can lead to them feeling safer and more open. 

Identification and identifiers do not only apply to gender and sexuality but also their 

relationship to games. I will use the word gamer in this text as someone that plays games as a 

media practice. Because even if games are played by many (if not all) ages, genders, 

sexualities, races, religions, and nationalities (Adrianne, Shaw. 2010), not everyone that plays 

games does identify as a gamer (and/or a part of that community). The gamer identity forms 

and gives meaning by the industry, academic, and popular discourses. It shapes people’s 

relationships with it, as it portrays a specific type of person to belong in that category. The 
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stereotype of a gamer is a white, heterosexual, male (Adrianne, Shaw. 2011. pp. 29, 33), and 

“Identifiers like genders, races/ethnicities, and sexualities can shape how individuals relate to 

gamer identity” (Adrianne, Shaw. 2011. pp. 33). Therefore, to avoid labels and 

preconceptions resulting in this study getting narrowed by whom is a gamer or not, I chose to 

look at the player in terms of what and how they play games, as it can shape their opinion on 

the game Monster Prom. 

Similarly, I will be using the term queer as an umbrella term for people within the 

LGBTQIA+, as well as to define queer theory being the questioning of sexuality and gender 

norms. To clarify what that implies, I will use the explanation given by the National 

Association for the Rights of Homosexuals, Bisexuals, Transgender, Queer, and Intersex 

Persons (in Swedish known as Riksförbundet för homosexuellas, bisexuellas, transpersoners, 

queeras och intersexpersoners rättigheter. With the acronym of RFSL). On their website 

(https://www.rfsl.se/en/lgbtq-facts/glossary/) it is written: 

Queer can mean different things. In the abbreviation "LGBTQI", queer usually stands 

for queer identity, to be queer. This means breaking the norms about gender, 

sexuality, and/or relationships in some way, for example by being a transgender 

person, having a non-monogamous relationship, or having children with a friend 

instead of a love partner. It can also mean not wanting or being able to define one's 

gender or sexual orientation. The term queer can also refer to queer theory or queer 

activism, both of which are based on ideas about questioning norms around gender 

and sexuality and examining how it is related to power and influence. 

This was translated from Swedish to English.  

  

The following points are a summation of how the informants described themself during the 

beginning of the interview when asked how they identify and what their relationship to games 

are.  

 Person A: 19 years old and identifies herself as a trans-woman and uses she/her 

pronoun. She says that she is under the bi-sexual umbrella but if she must be more 

https://www.rfsl.se/en/lgbtq-facts/glossary/
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specific, she would describe herself as omnisexual, but most of the time just says that 

she likes everyone but prefer women. 

Person A describes her relationship with games as one of her first real interests, that 

she has always been playing games to some degree and can remember how she used 

to watch her dad play games from a young age. She used to play games a lot more in 

compresence to now but sees it as an artform that she is really interested in. She 

prefers artistic games and the way it tells stories which she thinks are more interesting 

when compared to other mediums. 

 Person B: 21 years old and identifies himself as a trans-male that goes by he/him 

pronouns but thinks they/them is okay as well. A person that identifies as pansexual 

and attracted to any gender. 

Person B used to watch his brother and father playing games during his upbringing. 

Due to him being seen as a girl at the time, he did not play with them because “games 

are not for girls”. Instead, he played the games alone when no one was around to see 

him play. He plays games because he thinks it is fun and can be relaxing and/or 

exciting. He plays both alone and with friends and even though he likes all kinds of 

games, when he plays alone, he likes to play games such as the Lego games. He likes 

to play games where there is a clear narrative and goal of what the player should do 

and enjoys getting a 100% in the games he plays. 

 Person C: 18 years old and identifies himself as a man and uses he/him pronoun. He 

describes himself as being a part of the gay community because he has so far only 

been attracted to men. 

He has played digital games his whole life and likes board games as well. He says that 

there is no specific genre of games that specifies what kind of games he likes but that 

he likes to play with others, either with or against. He feels that at this point in his life, 

playing alone feels like an empty experience. For him, games are about getting a 

social experience. 

 Person D: 22 years old that identifies themselves as a nonbinary/genderfluid lesbian 

and uses they/them pronoun. 
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As a person that make their own games as well, they describe their relationship with 

games to be a hate-love kind of relationship. When they play games as a hobby, they 

like to play alone and view games as a medium of art rather than “only an enjoyable 

experience”. They highly value storytelling and games that are story-driven and prefer 

indie games rather than shooter games. 
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4. Results and discussion 

My aim was to find out what queer gamers think of the game Monster Prom. I had three main 

questions in the interview: what the interviewee's thoughts of the characters, the story, and 

how this game could be considered queer. I will show in this discussion that no matter what 

part of the game they talked about, they always seemed to circle back to two things. The first 

one was how the game made the queerness undramatic (in a good way) including characters, 

story, and avatars. The second was the character Zoe, who was the one exception. Therefore I 

will divide this chapter into four categories, Undramatic queerness - ”Freaks but in a good 

way”, Avatars -Queer possibilities and freedom, Characters and imbedded queerness, and 

Zoe – the problematic exception. 

 

4.1 Undramatic queerness - ”Freaks but in a good way” 

In this first chapter, I discuss my interviewee's thoughts on how queerness was seen as 

something that appeared in a natural and harmonic way. I will do this by presenting what the 

interviewees expressed about the characters: Liam, Kale, and Scott. The interviewees 

mediated that queerness “just existed” in an undramatic way and how queerness was 

contrasted to other groups, such as The Wolfpack. The interviewees said that, instead of 

laying the focus on the character's queerness, it is a story about youth, and they compared it 

to real-life events. Furthermore, the way that characters were presented made the 

interviewees feel represented in the game. 

I will start with how person A described the characters, as her definition is the inspiration for 

this heading. She articulated the game to reverse power dynamics and put a point on the 

stories being about youth, and not about people being queer. She said: 

(...) in Monster Prom they are all kind of like freaks but in a good way.  

She explained that from a queer perspective she found it interesting that these characters were 

made into monsters, due to the history of queer people being represented as “the bad guys” in 

media. She continued to explain the dynamic of how these characters were designed as 

monsters and at the same time portrayed as the popular students at this school. Meanwhile, 
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characters that are portrayed as homophobic, transphobic, or filled with toxic masculinity, are 

portrayed as the more unpopular/outcast. She explained that this makes the player 

recontextualize that they are now in a place where the queer people are popular. 

At the same time, all the interviewees, particularly person A, said the game is not about being 

queer, instead, they thought the game to be about youth, school life, and shenanigans. Person 

A made an eloquent summary as follows:  

Monster prom isn’t really primarily about a queer story. It’s a coming-of-age story 

and a youth story and a story about high school and growing up. 

This also resulted in having the characters being based on high school tropes instead of 

stereotypes/tropes of different genders/gender expressions and/or sexual orientations. 

Identifiers like the nerd, the jocks, the party girl, and similar were used by the interviewees 

during the interview when describing them. The game according to the interviewees captured 

the mindset of a high schooler, even if it seemed like someone had been taking a high school 

story and pushing it to the extreme. This was something person A experienced even the first 

time playing the game when she got the bad ending. In the game, when the player gets the 

bad ending, they can't get a prom date and they are told a hard and exaggerated after story. 

An example of this is how the game explains that the player/avatar was living in the sewers 

for the rest of their life, due to not getting a date to prom. Person A told us how the bad 

ending in the game reflects a youth's mind as things such as prom seem extremely important 

at the time. Here follows a dialog referring to that instance: 

Person A: (...) cause I got the bad ending like the first two times I played it I think, 

and they're really brutal! Like, they aren’t just like you didn’t get a date like you got 

yesterday [pointing at person C] like you were living in the sewers the rest of your 

life.  

Person B: ye it's like, your entire life it’s ruined because you didn’t get a date to 

monster prom. 

Person A: ye and I think that’s interesting because it's written like how high schoolers 

feel… I think it’s interesting because it’s like because a lot of people do put a lot, so 

much weight onto something like prom where it’s like my life is gonna be over, I’m 
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gonna be alone forever if I don’t get someone to prom. And to actually write it in that 

way… in that mindset where it's not like, in the end, that there like, oh it wasn’t, in the 

long run, prom wasn’t that important. No there like, no prom was that important! 

Cause in monster prom, that world is still stuck in that high school mindset even after 

that, which was very interesting. 

She then explained how she had the same kind of mindset when she could not go to her prom 

as it got cancelled because of the pandemic (covid 19). 

This shows that the game has captured the youth's mindset and that it can be compared to 

real-life events. It got proven further by how the interviewees talked about the character Kale. 

When Person D started to explain the character like this: 

you can go with him to prom but whenever you try to woo him, he was just like um 

you’re weird, cause, to be honest, what the player character is doing is weird. There 

stalking all their love interests and trying to get in their pants. 

Person D expressed how they perceived the acts of the player to be weird, but it led to a 

discussion and jokes about teenage romance and wanting to woo (woo is a reference in the 

game to sex that all the interviewees used in the interview). Here person B told us how it can 

be seen in real life as he was one of those who used to act similarly as he was too shy to 

interact with his crush. This is an example of how the game once again proceeded in 

capturing the mindset of a youth high schooler, even if the game brought it to a more extreme 

level.  

When describing these characters as the good freaks, the interviewees also labelled them as 

“undramatic pansexual”, an identifier that all the interviewees used during the interview. No 

matter what happened with the characters, the interviewees described this kind of queerness 

to be brought forward in a “natural, undramatic, and nondraining way”. No matter of how the 

characters acted, whom they chose to flirt with or woo.  All of the interviewees brought up 

these phenomena through examples and discussions. From the play session and from other 

times they had played the game outside this study as well. The character Liam was one of the 

characters that were brought up a lot in these examples as he, as person A said: 
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 Liam mentions that he likes guys because he mentions that he has been like on dating 

apps or whatever, and seeing guys and are more into guys, But there’s... but he 

doesn’t have a storyline surrounding liking guys, he is just Liam. 

She also added that not only does the game not make a big deal of it, but it also does not put 

any assumptions of the character being gay. She explained that assuming a man to be gay is 

often the case when men form attraction toward other men. She compared it to male historical 

figures who have been attracted to both men and women throughout their lifetime, and how 

they are still assumed to be exclusively gay and seen as gay historical figures/icons. 

Therefore, having a character like Liam being portrayed in the game and in this way was 

received positively by her. In other words, Person A found relief in the character Liam being 

portrayed with his sexuality in this undramatic way. Additionally, how the game doesn’t, 

neither through identifiers nor story, put a label on him and his sexuality. 

As a response to person A, Person C agreeing explained the undramatic queerness further: 

(…) I agree with a lot of what you are saying… especially like the thing with …you 

said that all characters are presumed almost pansexual and I thought about that kind of 

similar… the characters you dating and the characters you playing as neither of them 

are like getting like a focus on like this person is pansexual… you neither get a 

statement that okay this is a trans character…you don’t get that statement generally, 

…in the end like this aspects are like more … so normal .. in this world…. 

To summarise person C´s statement, in the world of this game, being queer is seen as normal 

because the game does not focus on the individual´s sexual orientation. Furthermore, the 

game does not point out/tell the player, a character's gender/sexuality, such as in person C´s 

example of “this is a trans character”. 

Here follows another character the interviewees brought up as an example to further explain 

this undramatic queerness, the character Scott. The interviewees made references to the 

character Scott as they thought him to be a good example of someone being queer and in this 

world also visibly popular, despite his norm-defying traits. The interviewees brought this 

forward by comparing Scott to the character/s The Wolfpack, as well as comparing it to how 

it would be if they existed in real life. The interviewees started the discussion by bringing up 

the explanation the game gives Scott, as they thought it to fit him: 
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Scott Howl (21), a werewolf athlete who compensated for his rather small brain with 

a stupidly huge heart. 

and as person A put it “(...) you’ve known like, a Scott at some point”.  In the discussion, the 

interviewees compared him to his cousins, The Wolfpack, who are a couple of jocks and just 

like Scott, werewolves as well. Person A started the comparison by stating that Scott is not 

“bro-ish” like his cousins, she then stopped herself to think it through and concluded that: 

(...) or he is very bro-ish and very dude-ish but not in a toxic way.   

Instead of being toxic, Scott got described as soft and emotional. The queer aspect they 

brought up was how Scott would be the opposite of toxic masculinity, as they thought him to 

be gentle, thoughtful, and kind. Therefore, also bending the gender role of what a man 

normatively is considered to be. In the game, he is still one of the popular students meanwhile 

The Wolfpack is not, and the interviewees argued that if this would occur in real life, the 

places would be the opposite. Person A compared these characters by saying: 

(…) The Wolfpack, even though they are basically the same as Scott like in being the 

jockey sporty type, Scott is still like one of the popular kids while the wolf pack are 

still like, the side characters (...)  

She then continued with the comparison to real life: 

(...) in our society today, a character like Scott would not be the coolest one out of 

The Wolfpack because he is more emotional and more soft and more … he is like 

pansexual so like... that makes him popular in this school while he probably wouldn’t 

be popular in a modern-day American high school.  

Here she explains the difference between the jocks (Scott and The Wolfpack) and Scott's 

queerness to be the factor to include him as a popular student as well as a main love interest. 

She shows how the game has taken a stand as someone like Scott would not be seen as a 

popular guy in school if it was real life, but due to his queerness he is in this game world. The 

interviewees also brought it back to “the undramatically pansexual” as Scott, compared to all 

other characters, does not care about gender, looks, or stats. Instead, he only cares about how 

many “heart-points” the player has with him. In other words, Scott only cares about if he and 
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the player/player's avatar had a good time while spending time together. This was further 

proven and brought the interviewees back to the norm-defying, undramatic queerness as 

person A continued: 

I think it’s interesting that this kind of cool that this school for monsters values the 

more eccentric and more, eh, norm-defying characters, like even in the lore.  

In other words, the game presents an opposite world to ours, where the norm-defying and 

eccentric behaviours/characteristics are appreciated. That the norm-defying and eccentric 

behaviours/characteristics are appreciated got thereafter pushed even further as person C 

explained the normality of queerness in the game:  

(...) it's normal to like guys, it's normal to like girls, its normal to be whatever gender 

you like, you know.... and based on that I think… the focus are not on this characters 

are oppressed because they are in somehow part of the LGBT-community in some 

way… but like, its rather on like they, they have their own unique type of personality 

and like, unique identity… based of things, you know… 

Here, person C brought forward that not only is there no focus on the character's different 

queerness regarding gender and sexuality but he put light on that there is no oppression 

connected to it as well. The characters were seen as unique with different personalities, 

including their queer traits, and it was brought forward through means other than a story of 

oppression. With this example of Scott being received as warm-hearted in a way that the 

game puts forward as a personality trait, instead of a norm/gender-defying trait to be 

oppressed over.  

I will show how the interviewees all felt an inclusion and freedom, moreover, that it was 

received as refreshing how the game portrayed these characters and their queerness 

undramatically. Person A said that: 

I think the interesting is really that it’s not really a big part of the characters as much 

as it’s a big thing at least for me seeing those kinds of characters presented in such an 

undramatic way (…..)I don’t have a lot of experience with gay or queer characters in 

games in general, so, to just see it's being there in a very undramatic way is really 

refreshing 
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The characters' queerness was not shown as a big part of the characters but was a big moment 

for Person A to see them portrayed in this undramatic way. Furthermore, she said that she has 

not seen a lot of queer characters in games, making the characters and the game more unique. 

Person D explained the game to be inclusive of different kinds of people, themself included, 

explaining that: 

It makes me feel very much included.   

Person B expressed his appreciation similarly to person D, but that the game also made him 

happy for others by saying that it:  

makes me just happy for my nonbinary friends and gay or straight even and just any 

sexuality and any gender. Everybody is represented and accepted. 

Person C, that had played the game the least, focused more on the freedom it created, and that 

he: 

(...) think monster prom does this very well, like, they makes rather few assumptions 

about the player and what they, what they want… 

 

To end this chapter, I summarise and conclude that the interviewees conveyed that the way 

the game presented the characters and stories made the queer aspects undramatic. It made 

them recontextualize the power dynamics one can see and experience in real-life hierarchies. 

The interviewees expressed that this real life power dynamic, where people within the 

LGBTQIA+ suffers or at least are seen as norm-defying, is not found within the game (except 

for the character Zoe which will be discussed later on). This furthermore by making the queer 

characters the popular students in school, meanwhile characters that were portrayed as toxic, 

homophobic, or transphobic are side characters portrayed as disfavoured. The interviewees 

received this as the characters being appreciated for their queerness and let them feel 

included, seen, represented, and have freedom within the game. 

Instead of the focus being on the character's norm-defying characteristics, like sexuality and 

gender performance, the game instead brought forward a focus on high school life and youth. 
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Bonnie Ruberg (2019) claims queerness in games to be beyond representation, in terms of 

how games can be played and interpreted queer without having overtly queer content. This is 

partly how my interviewees saw this game, but it gets more complicated than that. You could 

say that it did not have “overtly queer content” as the interviewees told the game to be about 

youth, school life, and shenanigans instead of being a queer story. However, the interviewees 

still said that the queer aspects shined through no matter where they looked, and they talked 

about that aspect throughout the interview. The way the game did not make a “big deal” of 

the queer aspects made the interviewees receive it as overtly queer content to a higher degree. 

This also resulted in them feeling represented in a good and undramatic way.  

 

4.2 Avatars -Queer possibilities and freedom 

In this part, I will discuss how the interviewees reacted and talked about the avatars in the 

game. This by presenting discussions from the interview covering the avatar's picture, choice 

of name and pronoun, and comparisons they made to other games. 

 

In the making of the avatar, the player can choose one out of four characters, each one with a 

pre-made illustration. Thereafter the player chooses a name and a pronoun, that is either 

he/him, she/her, or they/them. This way of choosing/making a character was highly 

appreciated as the interviewees felt that the game does not make any assumptions about the 

player, neither define the player's/avatar's sexuality and gender.  

Person A described it as:  

 

… the game doesn’t really ever define you, in a way, because you don’t really choose 

a gender you choose pronouns (...) the fact that you only choose pronouns and never 

really choose a gender also means that you never, they never really define the 

relationships you have with the characters. 

 

What person A conveyed was that due to the option only being a choice of pronoun and not 

gender/sex, the game did not put any assumptions about what the player thinks or wants in 

that regard. This system made it possible to be whomever they choose to be without 

specifying gender or sex. Furthermore, person A said:  
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It’s just saying that no, you can choose this and this and then the rest is really up to 

your imagination of what you are and what you identify as. 

 

The game gave them the possibility to be and play as “queer or not” as they wanted to. As 

person A described, after selecting the preferred name and pronoun, the game leaves the rest 

to the player's imagination. 

To clarify what this implies, a player can (for example) choose the preferred feminine gender 

expression as the visual forms to present them in the game. Thereafter, imagine the character 

to be intersex, a biological male or female (or something else as this is a world of monsters), 

and then pretend the character to be genderfluid but prefers the pronoun he/him. 

With that said, the game makes this possible as it only shows gender expression (how the 

player looks inside the game in form of an avatar), name, and pronoun, leaving the rest to the 

player's imagination without putting up restrictions. Which further implies what person A 

refers to, the game does not put any labels on what the player and the avatar identify as. 

There are no restrictions on biological sex or gender that otherwise would appear if the game 

had chosen to implement a choice of sex (or gender) instead of a pronoun. 

 

The avatars were, as with most of the other aspects of the game, received by the interviewees 

to be brought forward as queer and undramatic. Person A said the avatars to be “simple” and 

“easy to understand” with examples of how she received them based on the visual output. 

Person A pointed out how it was made queer in an undramatic and nuanced way as she 

described different gender performance combinations the player can choose:  

 

You can be like, this gruff like green jacket guy and have she/her pronouns, you 

have… can be this very curvy sensual fire girl and still have he/him pronouns. … and 

there is no drama about it, the characters just use it. 

 

To clarify what person A described, the player can choose the “green jacket guy” that looks 

more stereotypical male-bodied, and still use she/her pronoun. In the same way, the player 

can choose the “curvy sensual fire girl”, that visibly has stereotypical female characteristics, 

and still use he/him pronoun. When and if the player chooses one of these kinds of 

combinations that goes against the stereotypes of what a man or woman should look like, or 

what pronoun one should use depending on sex, the characters in the game never mention it. 
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The game/characters also use the chosen pronoun without flaw, resulting in what person A 

refers to as “no drama” about the player choosing this kind of norm-defying combination. 

 

For person A and D in particular, this way of playing was a freedom that they felt had been 

restricted in other games. Person D explained the problem they faced when making a 

character in The Sims: 

 

So, in sims, for example, I have a character that looks exactly like me [giggles], and 

of course, they have a feminine look and appearance because I was assigned female at 

birth and I choose them to have… um… masculine cross-dressing option, but the 

character in my Sim, in my Sims game, uses says she/her pronouns cause they have a 

female body. 

 

Person D wanted to make themself in The Sims and made the character look just like them, 

but due to the character having female characteristics, they/their character got automatically 

labelled as a woman. They compared it to Monster Prom and how this was never a problem 

there. 

 

Similarly, person A described a deep disappointment in the game CyberPunk: 

 

a big point of disappointment for me is that like, I, I wanted to be able to play with a 

female looking character with a deep voice because I have a deep voice and I feel 

dysphoric about it but I like, sometimes try to be ok with it and then when it came to 

that part I created a female looking character that kind of looked like me and I got to 

the voice I was like oo, a deep voice in this game literally defines you as he/him and it 

felt really bad for me. 

 

She described how her deep voice makes her dysphoric and how she is trying to be okay with 

that part of herself. She made the character in CyberPunk look like her and chose the option 

for a deep voice as she wanted the character to resemble her. But due to the choice of having 

a deep voice, CyberPunk instantly labelled her and her character as a man, resulting in her 

feeling really bad. In monster prom, however, she never got labelled as anything and the 

game avoided the problem she had encountered in CyberPunk. In Monster Prom, she did not 

get misgendered no matter how she looked. These examples from The Sims and CyberPunk 
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contrasted with Monster Prom´s design/mechanic of the avatars and was told by the 

interviewees to be simple yet not restraining.  

 

In conclusion, these examples, and the way that the interviewees compared Monster prom to 

the Sims and Cyberpunk, made it clear that the interviewees thought the game did not put any 

assumptions about the player or define them in any way. Resulting in freedom in both the 

creation or the avatar and during play, as they could play as queer as they choose to. 

The interviewees expressed that they thought that the developers had queer players in mind 

and/or are queer themself, because of how this game represented this different queer aspects. 

Furthermore, the informants expressed that they thought that the developers had dodged 

limitations the interviewees had felt and/or seen in other games. 

 

How the interviewees received this system corresponds with Edmond Y. Chang´s (2017, 

2017) description of how one shall make a game queer. In both of his texts he writes about 

queer gaming and queer games and the need for it to me more than it is. In “Queer gaming” 

Chang explains it as: “Ultimately, queergaming is heterogeneity of play, imagining different, 

even radical game narratives, interfaces, avatars, mechanics, soundscapes, programming, 

platforms, playerships, and communities. It is gaming’s changing present and necessary 

future” (Chang 2017, p. 15). In both texts he discusses the importance of nonjudgmental play, 

opportunities for exploration, and different rules and goals including the radical potential of 

failure. He discusses how games should explore these possibilities and challenge the norm of 

games and gaming, to step away from the heteronormative and superficial “queer” content, 

and to play against the grain. That it must be embedded in the mechanics and programming 

and not only by putting the label gay on a character. Furthermore, how it needs to matter to 

the player including a fully queer game experience. My interviewees expressed that this game 

gave a full queer experience through this mechanics, programming, and narrative. There was 

no “we have a gay character in the game and therefore it is representation”, the interviewees 

received the whole game to be queer. Even when they told the game to not be “primarily 

about a queer story”. Furthermore, how nonjudgmental the game was. 

4.3 Characters and embedded queerness 

In this chapter, I will discuss how the interviewees perceived the characters (and their stories) 

in the game. The interviewees expressed that they were nuanced, diverse, and full of 
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embedded queerness and I will explain how through examples from my material. I do this by 

presenting their thoughts of complexity versus simplicity and their references to different 

characters norm defying traits. Furthermore, their comparisons to other games and mediums 

that have failed in these areas where Monster Prom has not. 

When the interviewees started to talk about different characters, they started to talk about the 

complexity and depth of them. When it came up in discussion, the interviewees were first 

split in their opinions. Person C disagreed with the others at first by saying: 

 I would like to disagree with some… of you others… on the subject of like the 

characters being like rather, that the characters being complex and nuanced.  

The explanation that followed was: 

I don’t think… I think characters in the game are like, pretty like, like archetypical in 

their way of being expressed. They are written in a very, focused way, like you know 

what kind of character this is, like by only reading a few lines of dialog from them.  

Through discussion, they agreed that the characters were both simple and deep depending on 

how you played the game. They come to this understanding when they took into account that 

not all of them had played the game to the same degree. The interviewees come to an 

agreement that Person D summarized as follows:  

if you play it short, you can have a clear sense of the character and if you decide to 

play it tons and tons and you get to have a deeper sense of those characters.  

As shown in this example, person C, that played the game for the first time thought the 

characters to be simple, as he quickly, and easily, could grasp what kind of characters they 

were. Meanwhile, the interviewees that had played the game before, and to a wider degree, 

did not think about it from a first-time player's point of view. Instead, they thought of the 

characters with a wide range of already unfolded layers and therefore saw the characters as 

complex. Through conversation, they all came to see why and what the amount of playtime 

meant to one's perception of the characters, resulting in Person D´s summarization. The 

summarization explains that the characters were simple enough to understand and form an 

opinion of rather quickly, then, the more one plays the game, the more nuanced they get.  
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The interviewees discussed these different layers and nuances by making references to 

various characters in the game. Although a lot of different characters were brought up during 

this time, what they all had in common was that they all had norm-defying traits. I will 

illustrate this by starting with how person D showed and described their love for the character 

Slayer. It first became evident when playing the game, as person D shouted “Aaah I love her” 

when the character Slayer showed up on the screen. During the interview, when person D 

was asked about the reaction they had during this event when playing the game, they 

explained that:  

(...) she (Slayer) really obsessed about getting all the loot and like, clearing dungeons 

and shit, but um, I think it was really refreshing was that she is practically doing 

whatever is considered as traditional masculine thing like, um, playing games, 

obsessively.  

It then escalated with jokes about the character punishing and killing as this conversation 

shows: 

Person B: punching! [all laughs]  

Person D: ye, and killing [all laughs] a lot of ruthless things, but...  

Person B: All the things that men do. [All laughs] 

Person D´s statement and these jokes refer to the stereotype of masculinity and how the 

gender role of a man is coded to like games, adventures, and ruthless things, such as 

punishing. When the character Slayer takes upon these characteristics, she contradicts this 

stereotype as she is a woman. The result here is shown in person D´s love for her which is 

based on these norm-defying patterns. Person D furthermore explained the character as: 

that is really look like have a masculine to look either. She has like long hair and she 

has a cute size, I’d say, is like ye, I think it was really refreshing and… I love her 

[starts giggling]. 

It is here brought forward that one of the things that made the character's norm-defying 

behaviour to be attractive to person D, was how they blur the norms furthermore by still 

having a feminine look. 
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To further describe these norm-defying characters brought up during the interview, I will 

show other comparisons that person D made. In the example above, person D explained 

norm-defying traits surrounding gender expression, but they brought up other characters to 

convey layers of norm-defying sexualities. Person D brought up the characters Kale and 

Coach because of how they shine a light on aromantic and asexual identities. As person D 

were the only one to have played/came across Kales´s story, they introduced the rest of the 

group to that character and explained:  

you can go with him to prom but whenever you try to woo him, he was just like um 

you’re weird… 

Person D then continued their explanation of the character and why Kale has that reaction:   

… so like, they would be like what the fuck are you doing [small laugh], even some 

players be like I’m gonna date this person! So he kind of had that reaction and in the 

end, it turned out that he’s actually aromantic-asexual. 

Given this information person C and A nodded, looking hyper-focused on hearing the rest, 

meanwhile, person B let out a long and excited “ooooooooh” with big eyes. As Person D got 

this response, they continued with: 

and you can go with the prom with him as friends and have a good time, and in the 

process, I think Coach also tells the player that he is asexual, so he kind of gives Kale 

advice and kind of makes things right between the player character and Kale. 

To summarise person D´s explanation of Kale, the player can go with the character to prom 

and have a good time but whenever the player tries to make a sexual move, Kale finds the 

behaviour, and the player's avatar, to come across as weird. Even when the player gets this 

response, person D explains that some players still want to date this character in the game. 

Through this story, the player learns that Kale is aromantic-asexual and due to Coach (that 

are the PE teacher and not a datable character) helping Kale and the player out, they learn that 

Coach is asexual as well. When person D said that they thought Coach to be asexual, I 

confirm it t by saying “yea Coach is asexual-alloromantic”. Thereafter, person B started to 

explain how happy he was with getting all this representation in a game. He said: 
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I think it's really sweet that, just being represented in the game… in a game in general.  

This brings forward that the game has included the A in LGBTQIA+, the asexual and 

aromantic, which are sometimes forgotten. Moreover, the game has done it in a way that was 

received as good and appreciated. Even though it was just person D who talked about the 

characters Kale and coach and their asexuality/aromantic orientation, (as they were the only 

one who had encountered them,) it was visible that the rest of the interviewees appreciated 

these characters/stories. The interviewees earlier said that they thought many endings resulted 

in sex, but this example brought forward that it is not always the case and that some 

characters have this nuance/layer to them where sex is not of importance. 

Person B also told that he thought these nuances in characters to be implemented with 

thought and written in a good way and compared it to Netflix “putting a gay character in just 

because”. He also added that: 

yea and also with what we mentioned like, we mentioned like, gay and nonbinary 

stuff … we also have aromantic and asexual characters [Person D nods and let out an 

agreeing: mmm] and that you can also be polyamorous. Like you go with the entire… 

not cult, the… witches. 

What he referred to here was that not only does Monster Prom include characters that are 

gay, nonbinary, aromantic, and asexual, but there are representations of polyamorous 

relationships as well. The witches he refers to are the three witches that together are called 

The Coven and that it is possible to date/go to prom with all of them. 

Another way the interviewees described Monster Prom´s characters to be queer and diverse 

was by comparing it to games that have failed in this aspect. Person A compared Monster 

Prom to Mass Effect and GTA online. In her comparison to Mass Effect, she explained that 

they had implemented “lesbian romance options more than, a gay guy that you can go for”. In 

GTA Online, she explained that all the prostitutes are female and no matter the avatar's sex, 

the animations are still the same. Due to the design and programming in GTA, “(...), you can 

be a straight guy and you can be a lesbian woman but you can not be a gay guy or even a 

straight woman”. She explained that GTA, along with Mass Effect, had failed to be diverse 

and was clearly designed for the male gaze. She explained it as: 
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(...) because they are still assuming that the players are straights guys who would 

rather play a female character and date a girl in a look-at-the-girl-having-sex-way and 

not, you know, be interested in having a gay man romance option. 

How this was compared to Monster Prom was how Monster Prom had succeeded to 

implement different kinds of sexualities/romance options, and not only lesbian options 

directed to the male gaze that she had experienced in Mass Effect and GTA. When comparing 

this to the representation and diversity seen in Monster Prom, she described it as follows:  

it’s not just like o we have gay characters like every character is assumed to like 

everyone on their own way. 

What person A referred to were how Monster prom does not take pride in only implementing 

a character/a few characters with the identifier gay, or implementing a few lesbian intercourse 

options, instead, Monster prom made all the characters to be queer in their own way. Not 

limited by the other character's sex, but instead formed by the character's performance and 

personality. What the interviewees referred to by performance were the good or bad choices 

the player can do during the different events, resulting in heart-points. In other words, how 

well the player has succeeded to bond with or charm a character. With personality, they 

referred to the stats, such as charm, bold, and fun. This furthermore shows that Monster prom 

not only avoids implementing sex/romantic options for the male gaze but also how these 

different sexualities are nuanced and differ on a personal level. 

In conclusion, the characters were described by the interviewees to be nuanced and have 

many layers to them. When talking about the characters the players meet in the game, the 

interviewees brought up the characters that were norm-defying in gender expression and/or 

sexuality and how it was received positively. It came forward that they saw diversity, 

inclusion, and representation that other games to their knowledge lacked. These different 

nuances made them feel represented and included. 

In Adrienne Shaw´s text (2015) they talk about how players often thought that representation 

in game texts was of little importance and how representation was nice but not needed. This 

is in contrary to what my interviewees brought out through the interview. My interviewees 

did not talk about this “niceness” seen in Shaw´s text. Instead, they put forward that it was 

important to have this representation, both for them and others. The diverse representation of 
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characters made them feel included, represented, and happy for themselves as well as others. 

They got happy that the game showed different sexualities and genders/gender performances 

even when it was not connected to their own gender/sexuality. The interviewees did not have 

to identify with a character to like them as they described liking some character that they did 

not have anything in common with. To identify with a character could on the other hand be a 

factor in liking a character. An example of this is how person D loves the character Slayer 

due to her blurring gender stereotypes, which to some extent is partly consistent with person 

D´s gender and gender performance. Furthermore, the game was received by the interviewees 

in a way that matches with what Bonny Ruberg (2006) and Edmond, Y.Chang (2017, 2017) 

has been describing of making queerness and queer gaming more than just “make a character 

gay”. This is by making the characters have preferences and show different layers of 

queerness ranging from mechanics to narrative, avoiding the superficial queerness. 

 

4.4 Zoe - the problematic exception 

So far in this paper, I have discussed how the interviewees thought the game to be queer in an 

undramatic way. The only part that broke this pattern was how the interviewees felt and 

talked about the character Zoe, and the story surrounding her trans identity. I will use this as 

an expanded part of the chapter covering the informant's view of the game's characters. I will 

present how the interviewees experienced this character as they talked about her “old family”, 

her story in comparison with other characters, and dramatic versus undramatic queerness. 

Furthermore, I will discuss their thoughts on the quality of the writing, portraying this kind of 

story, and why and where they would like/not like to see it. I also discuss how Person A and 

B could relate to parts shown in Zoe´s story, surrounding the theme of being trans, and how 

person B in particular connected deeply on an emotional level with it. 

The interviewees thought that the developers had done a good job in portraying a trans 

character and their story but that it did not fit in this game. The interviewees thought that due 

to the rest of the game being undramatically queer, portraying Zoe differently made it 

problematic. By making Zoe's story, as my informants expressed it, “problematic” and 

“angsty”, the story showed that even in this world, being trans was seen in a negative light. In 

the games intro, Zoe is introduced as: An eldritch cutie who went from endless deity of the 

dark realms to ultimate fangirl. However, it is also brought forward during different events 
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that Zoe did transition from a genderless deity to a (monster) woman. Including this specific 

storyline the interviewees brought up. The story they referred to when talking about Zoe was 

how her old worshipers/cult finds her at Spooky High and how they try to continue their 

worship of her old self, as the entity Z'Gord. The interviewees referred to this group as “her 

old family”. Her old family does not know how to please/worship Zoe now that she has 

changed, they do not understand her, or the changes she has made. This becomes a problem 

as they hurt Zoe(’s feelings) by the way they act and the player has to choose between 

different options in their aim to help her. That Zoe was hurt by this shows clearly in the game 

and was according to the interviewees easy to see. 

I will start the discussion by showing how person A and B expressed that they could identify 

with parts of Zoe’s story. Now and then when talking about Zoe´s story, it became emotional 

for person A and B, which both identifies as trans. Person A and B related to the 

character/events surrounding Zoe´s trans identity and they opened up with stories from their 

lives. Person A described how she found it interesting how Zoe is not only M2F (male to 

female) but a genderless “eldritch like, Lovecrafty and horror “ kind of entity that transitions 

to female. After stating this, she referred to herself in the following way: 

(…) now that I think about it, the idea of just referring to my old self as this weird 

Lovecraft eldritch horror, because that is kind of how it feel sometimes. Just seeing 

old photos of myself and not at all like not feeling connected to it.  

Person A conveyed that the game conveyed a feeling that many trans people experience, 

gender dysphoria. Furthermore, how they can look back on the old self as 

someone/something else than who they are and not feeling connected to it at all. To clarify, a 

trans woman that was raised as a boy may have pictures of that time, and how they looked 

trying to be a boy. Thereafter, it could result in her, looking at these pictures, feeling 

disconnected from that “boy” as it does not resemble her as she was a girl. With this said, the 

interviewees expressed that the game succeeded in both making the story interesting and 

relatable in the way they designed Zoe. 

Person B as well could relate to Zoe and her story. He started by discussing the relationship 

between Zoe and the cult, and how the player's avatar wants to help. He pointed out that even 

though the cultists did misgender Zoe, they were still open to change. He explained that: 
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(… ) you could basically choose, or well you were choosing to help or maybe making 

it worse but the way you played it was that you helped them like, try to understand, 

that they eventually came around and said that we will try to do our best, just tell us 

what to do and we will do what we can, we will do our best to respect your identity 

and your pronouns and your wishes.  

What person B referred to were how Zoe’s old followers/cult turn to the player for help, 

trying to understand and to get better. The player/player's avatar chooses to help (even though 

it is not for certain if it will work depending on what the player chooses). Person B explained 

that, in the end, the cultists “come around” and tried their best to respect Zoe’s identity, 

pronoun, and wishes. Person A then made the joke, referring to Zoe trying to correct the cult 

and make them use the correct pronoun: 

   or don’t call me Cthulhu anymore or whatever 

This led to everybody laughing but also showed person B that person A understood what he 

meant, leading him to continue with even more passion. He said: 

Exactly. Don’t call me mister, don’t call me he/him, I am she/her just except me, and 

then the player gets to like, help them instead of Zoe taking all of that.  

He felt a deep connection to the game, and how it portrayed Zoe and her story. The two main 

parts were how the game portrayed the struggle to be misgendered and dead named, 

thereafter how the player/a friend can help. He explained how it is realistic that a friend 

sometimes helps out by correcting others when it comes to misgendering and/or deadnaming 

because “it can be so draining for the actual person themselves”. He compared it to his life 

and showed how the game had succeeded in bringing this forward, making it realistic and 

relatable. He told a story about how he needed to go to the police and was joined by a friend 

who, when the police used the wrong pronoun, helped him out by asking if they should 

correct the police and with his blessing did so. He expressed how he thinks it is nice to have a 

friend that knows one's identity and how they can help out due to the everyday struggles, 

because ”it happens every single day, people misgendering you, deadname you, and it's just 

so draining to every day have to repeat again and again and again”. Person B explained that 

Zoe’s cult misgendering and deadnaming her, and with the story of his own experiences, 

showed how the game made it realistic and relatable in several ways. How draining it can be 
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to be deadnamed, to be misgendered, how a trans person must correct people “again and 

again”, and how a friend can give a helping hand.  

When trying to direct the subject back to the game in the interview, I wanted to ask if it was 

nice to see that kind of experience in the game as it seemed to be close to heart. This was also 

in hopes of getting a deeper description of how it could be related to the game. I only got as 

far as “so was it nice to see it in the game that”, before getting interrupted by person B that 

answered with a happy, yet calm “Yeah absolutely”. He continued, trying to explain the 

emotional connection: 

I don’t remember exactly but I remember that I… feelings… that it was very 

emotional for me and if I think about it, like, now, I get emotional again and I almost 

tear up.  

During the last part of the sentence, he started to fan his eyes, and it was visible that he 

started to get teary-eyed. The game had not only proven to make the player emotional with 

this deep connection while playing the game but even afterward by just talking about it. 

Person B furthermore described the interactions with the cult as seeing “a door” of 

understanding getting opened more and more. An understanding of the complications a trans 

person can encounter and how to help out. Person B´s deep connection to this was not limited 

to a trans person's struggles, the game also showed a part of a world he longs to, a world of 

understanding. This got furthermore visible when person A went back to her wishing that 

Zoe's trans story would be as undramatic as the other character's identities, resulting in person 

B adding that: 

like in a way we wish society to become. 

In other words, person B wishes for a society where someone's trans identity would be as 

undramatic as anybody else's/the norm´s. This “door of understanding” he referred to was 

seen as a way to get there, by the door slowly opening more and more, giving knowledge to 

the people surrounding it. This society he wishes for was partly seen in the game. The game 

only partly succeeded in portraying this kind of world where everyone's identity, no matter 

gender/gender expression, would be accepted considering that Zoe and her story did not 

follow that pattern. 
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Even though the interviewees thought Zoe and her story to be well written, they still saw it as 

problematic. How this came to light was how they were referencing the characters Leonard 

and The Wolfpack, and how these characters act in different ways in their pursuit of 

teasing/bullying. When the interviewees earlier brought up The Wolfpack, they refer to them 

as toxic, homophobic jocks and it was mostly brought up as an example of toxic masculinity 

and phobia. In this part, The Wolfpack came to be compared to Leonard and how Leonard 

targets Zoe. The interviewees discussed that The Wolfpack is a bully toward most monsters 

and are generally homophobic but does not “targeting any character specifically”, as person 

A described it. Leonard, that is a Kappa, and the stereotype of a neckbeard (awkward, 

unkempt, obnoxious, and often a misogynistic nerd) on the other hand, targets Zoe´s identity 

specifically. Person A and B, discussed this, trying to remember more exactly what Leonard 

is saying in the event/events when misgendering Zoe. This was because they felt that Leonard 

did not directly misgender Zoe. Examples they brought up of this indirect way of 

misgendering were sentences such as “a girl if you even are one” and “but if that’s even your 

real name”. When discussing this, it came forward that person A and B felt that, even though 

they did not like it, it was not draining. Person A described it as: 

Instead of just outright like, misgendering, and being like, horribly… he is still being 

horrible but not in a way that drains you… to read it... At least for me.  

The rest of the group looked agreeing and nodded or/and let out an agreeing “mmm”. So, 

even though Leonard targeting Zoe was not experienced as draining in comparison to what it 

could have been, person A, B and D explained that Leonard is still the only one targeting a 

character in this direct and personal way. This also means that Zoe is the only one who is 

targeted in a personal way and because of her queer identity, which further pushed the 

informant's point of Zoe´s story standing out in a problematic way.  

How Zoe´s story was standing out in a problematic way got visible to a further extent as the 

interviewees compared Zoe to other characters. The informant's discussion comparing these 

characters and stories showed the difference between undramatic vs dramatic queerness. The 

characters they compared Zoe to the most were Liam and Damien. When they compared Zoe 

to Liam, they brought up, as written earlier, how Liam talks with a man on a dating app and it 

is not made a big deal. Person A made the comparison like this: 
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…Liam mentions that he likes guys because he mentions that he has been like on 

dating apps or whatever, and seeing guys and are more into guys, but there’s... but he 

doesn’t have a storyline surrounding liking guys, he is just Liam, and Zoe doesn’t 

really have that in the same way that she just mentions that she is trans and that she is 

just Zoe.  

The interviewees brought forward how Zoe´s and Liam´s different queerness is received 

differently by the game world. Zoe has to struggle to get accepted because she is trans while 

Liam could casually talk about dating men. The fact that Liam likes men are not changing 

how he is perceived by the world, and he continues to be “just Liam”. In comparison to Zoe 

who states that she is trans and then has a whole story surrounding that part of her identity. 

Similarly, the interviewees brought up the character Damian where person A said: 

I haven’t seen that kind of storyline with any of the other characters. So it’s not like 

oo Zoe, her whole character is based on trans suffering, it’s not that, it’s just that she 

is the only character that really has a storyline surrounding it.… I haven't seen 

Damien been like oo people are making fun of my two dads, I’m gonna beat the shit 

out of them!  

Here it is brought forward that it is not about Zoe only having stories surrounding her trans 

identity and “trans suffering”, as that is not the case. It is about her having at least one story 

surrounding her suffering because of her queer identity meanwhile the rest of the characters 

do not. The example here is how Damien does not have a story surrounding him suffering 

because he has two dads, as that part of his life gets mentioned a handful of times in the 

game. When it comes to Damian's “angsty” stories surrounding his dads, person A described 

it to be: 

the angst is about him not wanting to be king of the underworld...  

In other words, not at all connected to the queer aspects of his life. He, together with the rest 

of the characters, does not suffer or get targeted because of their queer identity in the same 

way that the interviewees told Zoe to be. 
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Zoe´s character and story were seen as problematic, but it is not to say that it was badly 

written. Person C said that he would not mind more of this kind of story. He said: 

(...) I wouldn’t either personally mind if there were a bit more angsty stories about 

like, like this character is… this character is gay and therefore suffers because of that 

and how society treats them because… but it would be a different kind of game. 

Person C conveyed that he has nothing against this kind of story and would like to see more 

stories written in this way. However, if there would be more of these stories in Monster 

Prom, it would change the game and reduce the positives that have been discussed earlier in 

this paper. Such as the undramatic queerness and freedom. 

Person C explained why he would like to see more of this kind of story:  

(...) But I wouldn’t mind that because a lot of like … the reason why pride and such 

things exist, accordingly to me at least is because there is a lot of oppression against 

gay people and against trans people. 

He explained that he thinks this kind of stories is important because it mirrors the oppression 

that we can see and experience in real life. He took Pride as an example as people use this 

event to bring attention to the injustice that people within the LGBTQIA+ suffers. In the 

same way, people can show the injustice that people within the LGBTQIA+ face through 

these kinds of stories, and it is why he would like to see more of them. 

He did bring it up a second time with the same result, that if there were more stories like this 

in the game, it would not be Monster Prom. This opinion differed from Person A who did not 

want to see more of these kinds of stories. She thought it to already exist in a large number, 

referring to “angsty trans stories”, but she also pointed out multiple times that she did not 

think the developers/writers had done a bad job in showing this kind of character and story. 

On the contrary, she thought they had done a good job but due to it being the only angsty 

story about being queer, it put a specific message out. Person A explained it as: 

(...) it's still just kind of… suck that like, like that part queerness is still something that 

people have to deal with like, in a way, because everything else seems completely, 
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like, fine to everyone, but being like, a trans woman is still in this universe also 

something that brings negativity. 

She, later on, explained it similarly: 

it portrays it in a good way but it’s still annoying that to feel like, oo even in Monster 

Prom world, like, of all the shit that is happening, trans people still have it tough.  

This shows how a trans character can be written in a good way even though the story portrays 

angst and suffering surrounding someone's trans identity. However, as shown here, it does not 

matter how good it is written if it does not fit into the game world, game aesthetic and if it is 

the only queer story standing out with suffering surrounding someone's queer identity. In 

these quotes of person A, she explains that everyone's queerness in the game is received to be 

fine, as long as that queer identity does not involve being trans. She explained it to show that 

even in a more perfect society, where queer identities are appreciated and accepted, trans 

identities are not. 

In conclusion, the interviewees thought Zoe´s character and story to be written in a good way. 

Person A and B, that identifies as trans, could relate to the shown problems at hand such as 

dysphoria and misgendering. Person B in particular connected to it on a deeper level as it 

mirrored parts of his reality. Person C would not mind seeing more of these kinds of stories 

as it was received as a good representation of the struggles that some experience in real life. 

All interviewees did however think that this kind of story surrounding trans suffering did not 

fit into the game as the rest of the character's queerness was seen as 

unproblematic/undramatic. They thought this to break the pattern of the game, and even if the 

story has a good ending, it showed that even in this world where “everyone” is excepted, 

being trans was not. 

Adrianne Shaw (2015) writes that her interviewees did not identify with a character based on 

identifiers, instead, it was based on the character's story and the actions they took. I found a 

similar result when the interviewees talked about Zoe. Person A and B did identify with 

events and different parts of Zoe´s story. However, this was a result of the identifier trans. If 

the character would not have been trans, she would not have these parts of her story that 

person A and B related to. Adrianne Shaw (2015, p. 219) also argues that “Rather than argue 

that video games should include more diversity because it matters, producers should include 
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it precisely because representation does not matter to players in many games”. This study 

shows the opposite, it does matter. Not only did Person A and B like this relatable story that 

came from the representation of a trans character, but it mattered to person C as well. He 

would like to see even more of this representation even if he does not identify as trans, due to 

it picturing a part of reality he would like the world to know about.  
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5. Conclusion 

Throughout the interview, the interviewees talked about the queer aspects of the game. The 

characters they met, the avatars they made, the stories seen, and how it all was received as 

“undramatically queer”. The interviewees expressed how these different queer aspects of the 

characters were portrayed as undramatic, no matter if it was surrounding sexualities or gender 

roles. That it reshaped the power dynamics by positively raising those with this undramatic 

queerness and disfavouring those who act in phobic ways. I would argue that this way of 

designing games and how it was received can change the discourse of people that don't 

follow the norm in sexuality, gender, and/or gender performance. The way the game made 

the characters to “just exist” with their queerness made the interviewees to get a new (new for 

them) and appreciated form of representation. In comparison to media that display queer 

characters to have a story of suffering because of their queer traits. They described this design 

as Sweet, refreshing, diverse, and representational.  

The only time the game was not received this way was in the encounter with the character 

Zoe. This made Zoe´s trans identity to be seen as problematic and not as accepted. This does 

not mean that all stories about oppression are bad, but that it should not be a default. To set it 

as a default for queer characters/stories puts out the message that queer equals suffering. 

Adrianne Shaw (2015) writes that her interviewees did not identify with a character based on 

identifiers, instead, it was based on the character's story and the actions they took. I did find 

similar results when the interviewees talked about Zoe. Person A and B did identify with 

events and different parts of Zoe´s story. However, this was a result of the identifier trans. If 

the character would not have been trans, she would not have these parts of her story that 

person A and B related to. Not only did Person A and B like this relatable story that came 

from the representation of a trans character, but it mattered to person C as well. He would 

like to see even more of this representation even if he does not identify as trans, due to it 

picturing a part of reality he would like the world to know about. To circle back to that not all 

stories about suffering are bad, this is a good example of how to write good representation of 

a, to use the interviewees words “angsty trans story”. However, it also shows when and where 

one should write/implement it. The contrast to the rest of the game put out a message of trans 

identities to be problematic and not as expected. It clashes with the otherwise accepting 
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fantasy world they experienced in the game. If one designs a queer accepting fantasy world, 

why continue this default setting of a trans character's story? 

To furthermore show the discoveries in this study surrounding representation, I compare it 

with Adrianne Shaw's (2015. p. 219) discovery where they argue that “representation does 

not matter to players in many games” and that one should focus on diversity. But to my 

interviewees, representation did matter, and what about diverse representation? Out in the 

world, there is a full scale of identities ranging from different sexualities, romances, genders, 

and gender expressions. They overlap and are fluent. What my interviewees brought up in 

this study was that this game has succeeded to be both diverse and representational and that it 

mattered to them. They could not always identify with everything, but nevertheless, they still 

liked those characters and the stories told. By making the characters “undramatically 

pansexual” as the interviewees put it, they experienced the characters to have personality and 

preferences, uncovering different layers of queerness and dodging the “check box” of gay 

dating. What I refer to as the “check box of gay dating”, is where romance is only based on 

the character's “biological” sex. 

This game has according to my interviewees also dodged the pitfalls of the “checkbox” in the 

creation of avatars. By making the player only choose a visual representation (the picture of 

the avatar), a name, and a pronoun. The interviewees said that this gives the player/s 

possibilities and freedom. Furthermore, they felt that the game does not judge them, their 

character, or their relationship to their character. They could play as queer or not as they 

wanted. This system corresponds with Edmond, Y. Chang´s (2017, 2017) explanation of 

queer gaming/queer games. According to my interviewees this game gave a full queer 

experience through this mechanics, programming, and narrative. There was no “we have a 

gay character in the game and therefore it is representation”, the interviewees received the 

whole game to be queer. Even when they told the game to not be “primarily about a queer 

story” and instead be a “coming-of-age story and a youth story and a story about high school 

and growing up”. Furthermore, even if the player would choose to play as a cis-gendered 

heterosexual character, the game was said to still be queer. It shows that there are people out 

there, that are a part of the LGBTQIA+ community and play games, that appreciate this 

system. The interviewees expressed this game to not have the heteronormative binary 

“checkbox”. 
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This can also be circled back to Bonnie Ruberg´s (2019) text and it makes my question; why 

try to seek out how a game could be interpreted to be queer when it would not necessarily be 

of importance to the players? Yes, Bonnie Ruberg did put forward that she agrees that games 

are being produced in a problematic way for a hegemonic and heteronormative audience but 

claims that queerness in games is beyond representation. As person A and D described, they 

had encountered games that could be considered queer due to alternative dating options, 

character creation, and gender performance. However, these games still failed according to 

the interviewees because the game still judged them, restricted them, and even made them 

feel really bad about different parts within it. What the interviewees showed by comparing it 

to Monster Prom is a system that is more useful and appreciated. Systems ranging from 

avatars, NPCs, story, and the undramatic queerness.  
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